= x~1y~1xy and (x, y) is the subgroup generated by x and y; more generally, if 5 is a subset of G, then (5) is the subgroup generated by S; P(G) = (xo:xEG) and Qm(G) = (xEG: \x\ ^pm). 1(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of G; I is the identity subgroup of
A iG); if S g A (G), C(S) is the centralizer of 5 in A (G) and NiS) is the normalizer of 5 in ^4(G).
Before proving the main theorem of the paper, we will establish a number of preliminary results.
Lemma 1. 7,e/ m and n be positive integers. If p7L2, then (i) il+pm)p° = l mod pn+m and
Proof, (i) Since l+pm = l mod pm, (1+£"•)"''= lp" mod pn+m [4, Lemma 3.2 (iv)].
(ii) Part (ii) is proved by induction on n. The straightforward but computational induction proof also uses [4, Lemma 3.2 (iv)], the binomial theorem and the fact that pj^2. □ Lemma 2. Lei K<\G and let a EG be such that G/K -(aK) is cyclic of order pn. If e9£apmE^n(Z), then the mapping 6(a, K, apm) defined by a'kd(a, K, apm)=aiipm+1)k, where 0^j<p" and kEK, is an automorphism of G of order \ a\ /pm which fixes K elementwise.
Proof. Let d(a, K, a»m) =6. If g, hEG, then g=a*ki and h = a*k2, where O^ji, j2<pn and ku k2EK. If kia'' = a^k3, where k3EK, then gh = ah+*kik2 = a%+rp"hk2, withji+j2=ji+rpn, 0^j3<pn and r = 0, 1.
Consequently, = a^pm+»a™ma*k3k2.
Since afEZ, we see that
Hence 6 is an endomorphism of G. Clearly 6 fixes K elementwise and since a9 = al+p", 6 is onto and hence an automorphism.
Let \a\ =p'. Since aB' = a(1+"m) for each positive integer t, we see by Lemma 1 that aOp"~m = a while afip'~m 9^a. Hence |0| =p'~m. □ The definition of a regular p-group and the basic properties of such groups are well known and may be found in any standard group theory text (see for example [2] ); these will be used without reference throughout the rest of the paper. The next preliminary result that we will establish is that metacyclic p-groups, p¥"2, are regular. Lemma 3. Let G be a p-group, py^2. If G2 is cyclic, then G is regular.
Proof. If g.hEG, let H=(g, h). Then (gh)p = gvhpcd where cEP(H2) and dEHp [3] . Since H2 is cyclic and Hv is a proper subgroup of H2, it follows that cd =fp where fEH2. Hence G is regular. □ Corollary 1. If G is a metacyclic p-group, p^2, then G is regular.
Let G be a regular p-group. An extremely useful class of automorphisms of G is constructed in Proof. Since G is regular and x£fi"(Z(7£)), (ax)p" = ap". Hence <p(a, K, x) =<p is an automorphism of G which leaves K elementwise fixed [5] . Since a<ps = ax", it follows that \<p\ = |x|. □ Theorem. If p9^2 and G is a noncyclic metacyclic p-group of order greater than p2, then \ G\ divides \ A(G) \.
Proof.
We may assume that G is non-Abelian; indeed by R. Faudree's result [l], we may assume that class G>2. Choose a, bEG such that H=(b) and G/77=(a77) is cyclic of order k. Let G2 = (bl) where / is a power of p. We may assume that (a, b) =bl. Furthermore, \bG2\ =1 and since class G>2, \aG2\ =k. Let \bl\ =m. Then xra£Z for each x£G and since (bl)k = (ak, b) =e, we see that m^k. Furthermore, since class G>2, it is also true that Km. Let k = rl and let ak = (biy where l<5^m.
We note that 7(G) = (Ia, Ib) and hence that | 7(G) | = m2. Also if a £ 7(G) and g, hEG are such that ga = gh, then hE(bl) = G2.
To complete the proof we will consider four cases; in each case we will construct a subgroup S of A (G) such that | S| = Mm = | G |. 
